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CHAIRMAN
MESSAGE
A Message from Constructive Founder and chair-
man of th board

Our strength lies in our focus
on management.

Akar Azad Ibrahim
It is with immense pride and enthusiasm 
that I welcome you to Aka Power, a 
company dedicated to revolutionizing 
ƄĦąɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷŁÚŊþŻøÚűąɍɷxƊŵɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɷĪŻɷŒŊąɷ
of passion, innovation, and a relentless 
commitment to fostering healthier lives. 
As the Chairman of Aka Power, I am 
honored to share our vision and values 
with you.

At Aka Power, we understand that 
ƹƄŊąŻŻɷĪŻɷŊŒƄɷĺƊŻƄɷÚɷŵŒƊƄĪŊąɐɷĪƄɴŻɷÚɷơÚƧɷŒĜɷ
life. Our mission is to empower individu-
als and communities to embrace this 
lifestyle, and we do so through three 
core pillars: Refurbished Gym Equip-
ment, Comprehensive Gym Design and 
Construction, and the Aka Fitness Chain.

Our dedication to quality is unwavering. 
We take pride in breathing new life into 
second-hand international gym equip-
ňąŊƄɎɷŒƴąŵĪŊĞɷƧŒƊɷűŵąňĪƊňɷűŵŒþƊøƄŻɷ
ƄĦÚƄɷŵąþąƹŊąɷÚƴŒŵþÚöĪŁĪƄƧɷÚŊþɷŵąŁĪÚöĪŁĪƄƧɍɷ
Our refurbishment process goes beyond 
ňąŵąɷŵąŻƄŒŵÚƄĪŒŊɷɥɷĪƄɴŻɷÚɷøŒňňĪƄňąŊƄɷƄŒɷ
excellence that ensures you receive 
ąŴƊĪűňąŊƄɷƄĦÚƄɷąŁąƠÚƄąŻɷƧŒƊŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷ
ĺŒƊŵŊąƧɍ

�ƊƄɷơąɷþŒŊɴƄɷŻƄŒűɷƄĦąŵąɍɷxƊŵɷƄąÚňɷŒĜɷ
talented architects, designers, and 
űŵŒĺąøƄɷňÚŊÚĞąŵŻɷøŒŁŁÚöŒŵÚƄąŻɷƄŒɷøŵąÚƄąɷ
spaces that inspire. From saunas to 
ŻƄąÚňɷŵŒŒňŻɎɷ�ŵŒŻŻƹƄɷưŒŊąŻɷƄŒɷªƊŵĽĪŻĦɷ
öÚƄĦŻɎɷơąɷþąŻĪĞŊɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷąŊƠĪŵŒŊňąŊƄŻɷ
that empower you to challenge your 
limits and discover new horizons.

Our Aka Fitness chain is the embodi-
ment of our vision. With 14 
state-of-the-art gyms spanning across 
Iraq and Germany, we have created 
hubs of community and transformation. 
ªĦąŻąɷøąŊƄąŵŻɷÚŵąɷŊŒƄɷĺƊŻƄɷűŁÚøąŻɷƄŒɷ
ơŒŵĽɷŒƊƄɐɷƄĦąƧɴŵąɷŻűÚøąŻɷơĦąŵąɷĜŵĪąŊþ-
ships are forged, goals are achieved, 
and lives are changed.

As we embrace innovation, we also hold 
steadfast to our values. Quality, innova-
tion, customer-centricity, sustainability, 
and community guide our every endeav-
ŒŵɍɷªĦąŻąɷűŵĪŊøĪűŁąŻɷÚŵąɷƄĦąɷĜŒƊŊþÚƄĪŒŊɷ
of everything we do, reminding us that 
ŒƊŵɷűƊŵűŒŻąɷĞŒąŻɷöąƧŒŊþɷöƊŻĪŊąŻŻɷɥɷĪƄɴŻɷ
about enriching lives.

RŊɷÚɷơŒŵŁþɷơĦąŵąɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĪŻɷöąøŒňĪŊĞɷ
increasingly vital, Aka Power is at the 
forefront of this movement. Our vision is 
ŒĜɷÚɷơŒŵŁþɷơĦąŵąɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĪŻɷÚøøąŻŻĪöŁąɎɷ
ąŊĺŒƧÚöŁąɎɷÚŊþɷĪňűÚøƄĜƊŁɍɷÇąɷÚŵąɷňŒŵąɷ
ƄĦÚŊɷÚɷøŒňűÚŊƧɐɷơąɷÚŵąɷÚɷøÚƄÚŁƧŻƄɷĜŒŵɷ
change, a beacon of wellness, and a 
űÚŵƄŊąŵɷĪŊɷƧŒƊŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɍ
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ABOUT US
�Ƅɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɎɷơąɴŵąɷňŒŵąɷƄĦÚŊɷÚɷøŒňűÚŊƧɷɥɷơąɴŵąɷÚɷňŒƠąňąŊƄɷ
þąþĪøÚƄąþɷƄŒɷƄŵÚŊŻĜŒŵňĪŊĞɷƄĦąɷơÚƧɷƧŒƊɷąƦűąŵĪąŊøąɷƹƄŊąŻŻɍɷ�Żɷ
ąŊƄĦƊŻĪÚŻƄŻɷŒĜɷÚɷĦąÚŁƄĦĪąŵɷŁĪĜąɎɷơąɴƠąɷąňöÚŵĽąþɷŒŊɷÚɷňĪŻŻĪŒŊɷƄŒ 
ňÚĽąɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷÚøøąŻŻĪöŁąɎɷąŊĺŒƧÚöŁąɎɷÚŊþɷĪňűÚøƄĜƊŁɷĜŒŵɷÚŁŁɍ

WE ARE...

Agile
At Aka Power, agility is in our DNA. We 
ƊŊþąŵŻƄÚŊþɷƄĦÚƄɷƄĦąɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷŁÚŊþŻøÚűąɷĪŻɷ
ever-changing, and we embrace this change 
with open arms. Our agility enables us to 
swiftly respond to market trends, incorpo-
ŵÚƄąɷĪŊŊŒƠÚƄĪƠąɷŻŒŁƊƄĪŒŊŻɎɷÚŊþɷŒƴąŵɷƧŒƊɷƄĦąɷ
öąŻƄɷĪŊɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷąƦűąŵĪąŊøąŻɍ

Experienced
�ňĪþŻƄɷƄĦąɷąƠŒŁƠĪŊĞɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷŵąÚŁňɎɷƄŵƊŻƄɷĪŊɷ
Aka Power as your seasoned guide. With a 
ơąÚŁƄĦɷŒĜɷąƦűąŵĪąŊøąɎɷơąɷŒƴąŵɷƄŒűɣƄĪąŵɷ
refurbished equipment and steadfast 
solutions. Embrace our seasoned excellence 
ɥɷƧŒƊŵɷŒöĺąøƄĪƠąŻɎɷŒƊŵɷňÚŻƄąŵƧɍɷaŒĪŊɷƊŻɷĜŒŵɷÚɷ
ơąŁŁɣƠąŵŻąþɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɍ

Collaborative
pÚƠĪĞÚƄĪŊĞɷƄĦąɷþƧŊÚňĪøɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷÚŵąŊÚɎɷ
partner with Aka Power for collaborative 
support. Our collaborative approach ensures 
premier refurbished equipment and 
ƊŊơÚƠąŵĪŊĞɷŻŒŁƊƄĪŒŊŻɍɷ.ňöŵÚøąɷŒƊŵɷĺŒĪŊƄɷ
pursuit of excellence – your goals, our 
ŻƧŊąŵĞƧɍɷaŒĪŊɷƊŻɷĜŒŵɷÚɷƊŊĪƹąþɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɍ

Reliable
RŊɷƄĦąɷąƠąŵɣøĦÚŊĞĪŊĞɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷŁÚŊþŻøÚűąɎɷŵąŁƧɷ
on Aka Power as your steadfast partner. Our 
commitment to reliability ensures top-notch 
refurbished equipment and unwavering 
solutions. Experience dependable excellence 
ɥɷƧŒƊŵɷĞŒÚŁŻɎɷŒƊŵɷűŁąþĞąɍɷaŒĪŊɷƊŻɷĜŒŵɷÚɷ
ƄŵƊŻƄơŒŵƄĦƧɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɍ

WE STAND FOR

GROWTH
Increase in bussienss 
in 2023100%

SUCCESS
ȽɀʓɷþąŁĪƠąŵąþɷűŵŒĺąøƄ
in 2023100%

OWNERSHIP
Opening of 6 new 
gyms of our own in 
2023

100%

TRUST OF BUSSNIESS
Partnerships with 10 
þĪƴąŵąŊƄɷøŒňűÚŊĪąŻɷĪŊɷ
ƄĦąɷƹąŁþŻĪŊɷȽȻȽȾ

100%
PEOPLE’S TRUST

More than 7,000 new 
participants in our 
gyms in 2023

100%

IN 2023
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WHY CHOOSE US
ÇĦąŊɷĪƄɷøŒňąŻɷƄŒɷŒƊƄƹƄƄĪŊĞɷƧŒƊŵɷĞƧňɎɷÚƴŒŵþÚöĪŁĪƄƧɷơĪƄĦŒƊƄɷøŒňűŵŒňĪŻąɷĪŻɷÚɷƄŒűɷűŵĪŒŵĪƄƧɍɷ�ĽÚɷ
�ŒơąŵɷŒƴąŵŻɷÚɷþĪŻƄĪŊøƄɷÚþƠÚŊƄÚĞąɷơĪƄĦɷŒƊŵɷűŵĪøąɣąƴąøƄĪƠąɷÚűűŵŒÚøĦɍɷ°ŊŁĪĽąɷűƊŵøĦÚŻĪŊĞɷ
brand-new gym equipment, our refurbished international brands provide an exceptional blend of 
ŴƊÚŁĪƄƧɷÚŊþɷøŒŻƄɷŻÚƠĪŊĞŻɍɷ�ƧɷøĦŒŒŻĪŊĞɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɎɷƧŒƊɴŵąɷŊŒƄɷŒŊŁƧɷĪŊƠąŻƄĪŊĞɷĪŊɷĦĪĞĦɣűąŵĜŒŵňĪŊĞɷ
equipment but also in a budget-friendly solution that allows you to stretch your resources further. 
Embrace the value of refurbished excellence and experience the satisfaction of equipping your 
ĞƧňɷơĪƄĦɷƄŒűɣƄĪąŵɷňÚøĦĪŊąŵƧɷơĪƄĦŒƊƄɷƄĦąɷűŵąňĪƊňɷűŵĪøąɷƄÚĞɍɷÇĪƄĦɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɎɷƧŒƊɴŵąɷňÚĽĪŊĞɷÚɷ
ŻňÚŵƄɷøĦŒĪøąɷĜŒŵɷƧŒƊŵɷĞƧňɴŻɷŻƊøøąŻŻɷÚŊþɷƧŒƊŵɷöƊþĞąƄɴŻɷơąŁŁɣöąĪŊĞɍ

Smart Choice...

Unbeatable Value
Aka Power brings you a unique proposition – 
refurbished international gym equipment 
that combines superior quality with cost 
ŻÚƠĪŊĞŻɍɷxƊŵɷøŒňňĪƄňąŊƄɷƄŒɷÚƴŒŵþÚöĪŁĪƄƧɷ
ňąÚŊŻɷƧŒƊɷøÚŊɷąŁąƠÚƄąɷƧŒƊŵɷĞƧňɴŻɷűąŵĜŒŵ-
mance without exceeding your budget, 
making every investment count.

Versatility and Choice
�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɷŒƴąŵŻɷÚɷơĪþąɷŵÚŊĞąɷŒĜɷ
refurbished international brands, providing 
ƧŒƊɷơĪƄĦɷƄĦąɷƺąƦĪöĪŁĪƄƧɷƄŒɷøƊŵÚƄąɷÚɷþĪƠąŵŻąɷ
and customized equipment lineup that suits 
ƧŒƊŵɷĞƧňɴŻɷŻűąøĪƹøɷŊąąþŻɷÚŊþɷűŵąĜąŵąŊøąŻɍ

Sustainable Solutions
�ƧɷøĦŒŒŻĪŊĞɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɎɷƧŒƊɴŵąɷŊŒƄɷŒŊŁƧɷ
saving on costs but also contributing to 
sustainability. Embracing refurbished 
equipment reduces environmental impact by 
extending the lifespan of quality machines, 
aligning your gym with responsible and 
eco-conscious practices.

Premium Refurbishment
Our meticulous refurbishment process 
ensures that every piece of equipment 
undergoes thorough inspection and 
restoration, delivering like-new performance 
at a fraction of the cost of new equipment. 
ªĦĪŻɷƄŵÚŊŻŁÚƄąŻɷĪŊƄŒɷŵąŁĪÚöŁąɷĞąÚŵɷƄĦÚƄɷøÚŊɷ
withstand the demands of your gym.

USAGE GUARANTEE
1 YEAR

MAINTENANCE & REPAIR PART 
EVERYTIME

METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

ADMINISTRATION
SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT

WHY CHOOSE US?

LOWER COST THAN NEW EQUIPMENT
70%
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OUR STORY
�ŒŵŊɷĜŵŒňɷÚɷűÚŻŻĪŒŊɷĜŒŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɎɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɷĦÚŻɷąƠŒŁƠąþɷĪŊƄŒɷÚɷþƧŊÚňĪøɷ
force. From refurbished equipment to innovative gym design, we shape 
ƹƄŊąŻŻɷąƦűąŵĪąŊøąŻɍɷÇĪƄĦɷÚɷøĦÚĪŊɷŒĜɷƄĦŵĪƠĪŊĞɷĞƧňŻɎɷơąɷĜŒŻƄąŵɷøŒňňƊŊĪɣ
ƄƧɍɷaŒĪŊɷƊŻɷŒŊɷƄĦĪŻɷƄŵÚŊŻĜŒŵňÚƄĪƠąɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɷƄŒơÚŵþŻɷĦąÚŁƄĦĪąŵɷŁĪƠąŻɍ

Our story begins with a shared belief in 
ƄĦąɷƄŵÚŊŻĜŒŵňÚƄĪƠąɷűŒơąŵɷŒĜɷƹƄŊąŻŻɍɷ
DŒƊŊþąþɷöƧɷÚɷĞŵŒƊűɷŒĜɷþąþĪøÚƄąþɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷ
enthusiasts, Aka Power was born out of 
a desire to revolutionize the industry. 
ÇąɷŻƄÚŵƄąþɷöƧɷŒƴąŵĪŊĞɷűŵąňĪƊňɷ
refurbished gym equipment, recogniz-
ĪŊĞɷƄĦÚƄɷÚøøąŻŻɷƄŒɷŴƊÚŁĪƄƧɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷƄŒŒŁŻɷ
should be attainable for all. As we grew, 
ŒƊŵɷƠĪŻĪŒŊɷąƦűÚŊþąþɎɷŁąÚþĪŊĞɷƊŻɷƄŒɷŒƴąŵɷ
comprehensive gym design and 
construction services, creating inspiring 
spaces that fuel motivation and growth.

ªĦąɷĦąÚŵƄɷŒĜɷŒƊŵɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɷŁĪąŻɷĪŊɷƄĦąɷ�ĽÚɷ
Fitness chain, a network of 14 gyms 
ÚøŵŒŻŻɷRŵÚŴɷÚŊþɷFąŵňÚŊƧɍɷªĦąŻąɷĞƧňŻɷ
ÚŵąɷňŒŵąɷƄĦÚŊɷĺƊŻƄɷŻűÚøąŻɷƄŒɷąƦąŵøĪŻąɐɷ
they are thriving communities where 
individuals come together to pursue 
ƄĦąĪŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĞŒÚŁŻɎɷĜŒŵĞąɷĜŵĪąŊþŻĦĪűŻɎɷ
ÚŊþɷŻƊűűŒŵƄɷŒŊąɷÚŊŒƄĦąŵɍɷxƊŵɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɷ
has been fueled by innovation, custom-
er-centricity, and a deep commitment 
to sustainability.

We continuously explore new technolo-
ĞĪąŻɎɷŁĪŻƄąŊɷƄŒɷŒƊŵɷøƊŻƄŒňąŵŻɴɷŊąąþŻɎɷÚŊþɷ
strive to minimize our environmental 
impact.

�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɷĪŻɷŊŒƄɷĺƊŻƄɷÚɷøŒňűÚŊƧɐɷĪƄɴŻɷÚɷ
movement towards a healthier, more 
vibrant world. Our story is about 
empowerment – empowering individu-
ÚŁŻɷƄŒɷąňöŵÚøąɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷÚŻɷÚɷŁĪĜąŻƄƧŁąɎɷ
empowering communities to thrive 
together, and empowering transforma-
ƄĪŒŊÚŁɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧŻɍɷaŒĪŊɷƊŻɷÚŻɷơąɷøŒŊƄĪŊƊąɷ
to write this story of empowerment 
ƄĦŵŒƊĞĦɷƹƄŊąŻŻɎɷŒŊąɷŻƄąűɎɷŒŊąɷŁĪĜƄɎɷÚŊþɷ
one achievement at a time.

HOW WE WORK

We take ownership
�Ƅɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɎɷŒơŊąŵŻĦĪűɷĪŻŊɴƄɷĺƊŻƄɷÚɷơŒŵþɷɥɷ
ĪƄɴŻɷÚɷøŒňňĪƄňąŊƄɍɷÇąɷƄÚĽąɷŵąŻűŒŊŻĪöĪŁĪƄƧɷĜŒŵɷ
ąƠąŵƧɷŻƄąűɷŒĜɷƧŒƊŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɎɷąŊŻƊŵĪŊĞɷ
your experience is seamless and satisfying.

We do things right
We believe in quality over shortcuts. Our 
þąþĪøÚƄĪŒŊɷƄŒɷþŒĪŊĞɷƄĦĪŊĞŻɷŵĪĞĦƄɷĪŻɷŵąƺąøƄąþɷ
in every refurbished equipment, every gym 
design, and every interaction we have.

We aim high
nąþĪŒøŵĪƄƧɷĪŻŊɴƄɷĪŊɷŒƊŵɷƠŒøÚöƊŁÚŵƧɍɷÇąɷŻąƄɷ
our sights high, aiming to exceed 
expectations and constantly raise the bar 
ĜŒŵɷơĦÚƄɷąƦøąűƄĪŒŊÚŁɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷąƦűąŵĪąŊøąŻɷ
can be.

We listen
Your needs are our compass. We listen 
attentively to your feedback, 
understanding your preferences and 
challenges, to tailor our solutions 
precisely to you.

We learn
ªĦąɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷŁÚŊþŻøÚűąɷąƠŒŁƠąŻɎɷÚŊþɷŻŒɷþŒɷ
we. We embrace a culture of continuous 
learning, staying at the forefront of 
industry trends to provide you with the 
ňŒŻƄɷĪŊŊŒƠÚƄĪƠąɷÚŊþɷąƴąøƄĪƠąɷŻŒŁƊƄĪŒŊŻɍ
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OUR WORK
¡ƄąűɷĪŊƄŒɷŒƊŵɷơŒŵŁþɷŒĜɷÚøøŒňűŁĪŻĦąþɷűŵŒĺąøƄŻɎɷơĦąŵąɷơąɷƄƊŵŊɷĞƧňɷøŒŊøąűƄŻɷĪŊƄŒɷ
ĜƊŁŁƧɷĜƊŊøƄĪŒŊÚŁɷŵąÚŁĪƄĪąŻɍɷÇĪƄŊąŻŻɷƄĦąɷŻąÚňŁąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɷĜŵŒňɷĪŊĪƄĪÚŁɷĪþąÚŻɷƄŒɷ
complete transformations, covering every aspect of gym design, equipment 
ĪŊŻƄÚŁŁÚƄĪŒŊɎɷÚŊþɷňŒŵąɍɷ.ƦűŁŒŵąɷĦŒơɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɷþąŁĪƠąŵŻɷĦŒŁĪŻƄĪøɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷŻűÚøąŻɷ
that inspire and empower.

Embarking on a tour through our extensive 
űŒŵƄĜŒŁĪŒɎɷƧŒƊɴŁŁɷơĪƄŊąŻŻɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɴŻɷ
unwavering dedication to crafting 
comprehensive gym solutions from 
inception to fruition. Our showcase of 
øŒňűŁąƄąþɷűŵŒĺąøƄŻɷĪŻɷÚɷƄąŻƄÚňąŊƄɷƄŒɷŒƊŵɷ
ability to transform concepts into tangible 
ƹƄŊąŻŻɷŻűÚøąŻɎɷøÚŵąĜƊŁŁƧɷøƊŵÚƄĪŊĞɷąƠąŵƧɷ
þąƄÚĪŁɷÚŁŒŊĞɷƄĦąɷơÚƧɍɷÇĦąƄĦąŵɷĪƄɴŻɷöŵąÚƄĦĪŊĞɷ
life into an empty space, revamping existing 
facilities, or creating dynamic training 
ưŒŊąŻɎɷŒƊŵɷűŒŵƄĜŒŁĪŒɷŵąƺąøƄŻɷŒƊŵɷøŒňňĪƄ-
ňąŊƄɷƄŒɷĦŒŁĪŻƄĪøɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷąŊƠĪŵŒŊňąŊƄŻɷƄĦÚƄɷ
cater to every need.

Starting with the initial spark of an idea, we 
delve into meticulous planning, collaborat-
ing closely with you to understand your 
ƠĪŻĪŒŊɎɷűŵąĜąŵąŊøąŻɎɷÚŊþɷŒöĺąøƄĪƠąŻɍɷxƊŵɷ
team of experts then takes the reins, 
ŒŵøĦąŻƄŵÚƄĪŊĞɷąƠąŵƧɷĜÚøąƄɷŒĜɷƄĦąɷűŵŒĺąøƄɷơĪƄĦɷ
precision. From selecting and refurbishing 
gym equipment to conceptualizing and 
implementing interior design concepts, we 
ensure a harmonious fusion of function, 
aesthetics, and practicality.

xƊŵɷøŒňűŁąƄąþɷűŵŒĺąøƄŻɷŻĦŒơøÚŻąɷƄĦąɷ
seamless synergy between our various 
services, including equipment installa-
tion, interior design, and the integration 
of supplementary amenities. Witness 
the metamorphosis of bare spaces into 
ƠĪöŵÚŊƄɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷŻÚŊøƄƊÚŵĪąŻɎɷąÚøĦɷ
ŵąƺąøƄĪŊĞɷƄĦąɷƊŊĪŴƊąɷĪþąŊƄĪƄƧɷŒĜɷƄĦąɷ
gym and its members.

.ƠąŵƧɷűŵŒĺąøƄɷĪŻɷÚɷøÚŊƠÚŻɷĜŒŵɷĪŊŊŒƠÚƄĪŒŊɷ
and creativity, personalized to exceed 
expectations. Explore our extensive 
gallery of accomplishments that range 
from simple gym setups to the intricate 
þąŻĪĞŊɷÚŊþɷąƦąøƊƄĪŒŊɷŒĜɷĜƊŁŁɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷ
øąŊƄąŵŻɍɷÇĪƄĦɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɴŻɷÚŁŁɣĪŊøŁƊŻĪƠąɷ
ÚűűŵŒÚøĦɎɷƧŒƊɴŵąɷŊŒƄɷĺƊŻƄɷĞąƄƄĪŊĞɷĞƧňɷ
ŻŒŁƊƄĪŒŊŻɐɷƧŒƊɴŵąɷąňöÚŵĽĪŊĞɷŒŊɷÚɷ
ƄŵÚŊŻĜŒŵňÚƄĪƠąɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɷƄĦÚƄɷƄƊŵŊŻɷƧŒƊŵɷ
vision into a thriving reality.

From Vision to Reality
Our All-Inclusive Gym 
Solutions

Holistic Design Expertise
Our integrated approach combines gym 
equipment, interior design, and 
supplementary amenities seamlessly, 
creating spaces that are functional, 
inviting, and harmonious.

Custom Tailoring
We adapt our solutions to match your 
ĞƧňɴŻɷƊŊĪŴƊąɷĪþąŊƄĪƄƧɎɷąŊŻƊŵĪŊĞɷƄĦÚƄɷ
ąÚøĦɷűŵŒĺąøƄɷŵąƺąøƄŻɷƧŒƊŵɷöŵÚŊþɎɷ
ňąňöąŵɷűŵąĜąŵąŊøąŻɎɷÚŊþɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĞŒÚŁŻɍ

Precision Execution
�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɴŻɷąƦűąŵĪąŊøąþɷƄąÚňɷ
meticulously handles every aspect, from 
gym equipment installation to interior 
þąƄÚĪŁĪŊĞɎɷŵąŻƊŁƄĪŊĞɷĪŊɷƺÚơŁąŻŻŁƧɷ
ąƦąøƊƄąþɷűŵŒĺąøƄŻɍ

Budgetary Consideration
ÇąɷűŵĪŒŵĪƄĪưąɷøŒŻƄɣąƴąøƄĪƠąŊąŻŻɷơĪƄĦŒƊƄɷ
øŒňűŵŒňĪŻĪŊĞɷŴƊÚŁĪƄƧɎɷŒƴąŵĪŊĞɷ
refurbished equipment and innovative 
design solutions that deliver value for 
your investment

End-to-End Support
DŵŒňɷøŒŊøąűƄƊÚŁĪưÚƄĪŒŊɷƄŒɷƹŊÚŁɷ
touches, our comprehensive services 
cover every stage, ensuring a 
ŻƄŵąŻŻɣĜŵąąɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɷƄĦÚƄɷƄŵÚŊŻĜŒŵňŻɷ
your gym vision into an exceptional 
reality.
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�ňĪþɷƄĦąɷþƧŊÚňĪøɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷþŒňÚĪŊɎɷøĦŒŒŻąɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɷÚŻɷƧŒƊŵɷ
committed supporter. Our mission-driven approach ensures 
premium refurbished equipment and unwavering solutions. 
Embrace our shared commitment to excellence – your mis-
ŻĪŒŊɎɷŒƊŵɷþąþĪøÚƄĪŒŊɍɷaŒĪŊɷƊŻɷĜŒŵɷÚɷűƊŵűŒŻąĜƊŁɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɍ

MI
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SI

ON
RŊɷƄĦąɷąƠŒŁƠĪŊĞɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷŻűĦąŵąɎɷÚþŒűƄɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɷÚŻɷƧŒƊŵɷƠĪŻĪŒŊÚŵƧɷ
catalyst. Our forward-looking approach guarantees top-grade refur-
bished equipment and unwavering solutions. Embrace our shared vision 
ĜŒŵɷąƦøąŁŁąŊøąɷɥɷƧŒƊŵɷÚŻűĪŵÚƄĪŒŊŻɎɷŒƊŵɷĪŊŻűĪŵÚƄĪŒŊɍɷaŒĪŊɷƊŻɷĜŒŵɷÚɷƠĪŻĪŒŊÚŵƧɷ
ƹƄŊąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɍ
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OUR SERVICE
�Ƅɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɎɷŻąŵƠĪøąɷĪŻɷŒƊŵɷűŁąþĞąɍɷDŵŒňɷƄĦąɷňŒňąŊƄɷƧŒƊɷąŊĞÚĞąɷơĪƄĦɷƊŻɎɷƧŒƊɴŁŁɷ
experience a level of care and attention that sets us apart. Our dedicated team is 
ĦąŵąɷƄŒɷĞƊĪþąɷƧŒƊɷƄĦŵŒƊĞĦɷƧŒƊŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɎɷąŊŻƊŵĪŊĞɷƄĦÚƄɷąƠąŵƧɷÚŻűąøƄɎɷĜŵŒňɷ
selecting the right equipment to designing your dream gym, aligns perfectly with 
ƧŒƊŵɷĞŒÚŁŻɍɷÇĪƄĦɷ�ĽÚɷ�ŒơąŵɎɷƧŒƊɴŵąɷŊŒƄɷĺƊŻƄɷÚɷøƊŻƄŒňąŵɐɷƧŒƊɴŵąɷÚɷƠÚŁƊąþɷňąňöąŵɷŒĜɷ
ŒƊŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĜÚňĪŁƧɎɷÚŊþɷƧŒƊŵɷŻÚƄĪŻĜÚøƄĪŒŊɷĪŻɷŒƊŵɷƊŁƄĪňÚƄąɷĞŒÚŁɍ

Gym equipement
�ŵŒƠĪþĪŊĞɷűŵąňĪƊňɎɷŵąĜƊŵöĪŻĦąþɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĞąÚŵɷĜŒŵɷ
an elevated workout experience.

Interior Design
Crafting inspiring workout spaces that fuel motivation 
and focus.

Implementation
�ŵĪŊĞĪŊĞɷƧŒƊŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷƠĪŻĪŒŊɷƄŒɷŁĪĜąɷơĪƄĦɷűŵąøĪŻĪŒŊɷ
and expertise.

Supplementary Amenities
Elevating your gym with dedicated spaces like swimming pool, 
ŻÚƊŊÚŻɎɷŻƄąÚňɷöÚƄĦŻɎɷªƊŵĽĪŻĦɷöÚƄĦŻɎɷÚŊþɷ�ŵŒŻŻƹƄɷưŒŊąŻɍ

Management
Overseeing every facet of gym operations, ensuring a seamless 
and thriving environment

Management System & (Software - Hardware)
Streamlining member experience through a cutting-edge 
digital platform.

Aka Nutrition
Nutrition Excellence: Elevating Fitness through Nourishment

Interior Design
ɣɷxƊŵɷĪŊƄąŵĪŒŵɷþąŻĪĞŊɷŻąŵƠĪøąŻɷĞŒɷöąƧŒŊþɷÚąŻƄĦąƄĪøŻɐɷơąɷøŵąÚƄąɷĜƊŊøƄĪŒŊÚŁɷÚŊþɷĪŊŻűĪŵĪŊĞɷ
ơŒŵĽŒƊƄɷŻűÚøąŻɷƄĦÚƄɷŵąƺąøƄɷƧŒƊŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷűĦĪŁŒŻŒűĦƧɷÚŊþɷąŊøŒƊŵÚĞąɷąŊĞÚĞąňąŊƄ

- Our skilled designers harmoniously blend form and function, considering factors such as 
ƺŒơɎɷŁĪĞĦƄĪŊĞɎɷÚŊþɷňŒƄĪƠÚƄĪŒŊÚŁɷąŁąňąŊƄŻɎɷƄŒɷøŵÚĜƄɷÚŊɷąŊƠĪŵŒŊňąŊƄɷƄĦÚƄɷŻƊűűŒŵƄŻɷƧŒƊŵɷ
ňąňöąŵŻɷĪŊɷŵąÚøĦĪŊĞɷƄĦąĪŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĞŒÚŁŻɍ

Gym equipement
ɣɷxƊŵɷøŒňňĪƄňąŊƄɷŁĪąŻɷĪŊɷŒƴąŵĪŊĞɷÚɷþĪƠąŵŻąɷŵÚŊĞąɷŒĜɷŵąĜƊŵöĪŻĦąþɷĞƧňɷąŴƊĪűňąŊƄɎɷøÚŵąĜƊŁŁƧɷ
sourced and meticulously restored to ensure consistent performance and reliability.

ɣɷÇąɷƄÚĽąɷűŵĪþąɷĪŊɷňÚĽĪŊĞɷƄŒűɣƄĪąŵɷĪŊƄąŵŊÚƄĪŒŊÚŁɷöŵÚŊþŻɷÚøøąŻŻĪöŁąɷÚƄɷøŒŻƄɣąƴąøƄĪƠąɷűŵĪøąŻɎɷ
ąŊÚöŁĪŊĞɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷąŊƄĦƊŻĪÚŻƄŻɷƄŒɷąňöÚŵĽɷŒŊɷƄĦąĪŵɷơąŁŁŊąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɷơĪƄĦɷƄŵƊŻƄąþɷÚŊþɷþƊŵÚöŁąɷ
equipment.

Implementation
ɣɷRňűŁąňąŊƄÚƄĪŒŊɷĪŻɷơĦąŵąɷƧŒƊŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷƠĪŻĪŒŊɷƄŵÚŊŻĜŒŵňŻɷĪŊƄŒɷÚɷƄÚŊĞĪöŁąɷŵąÚŁĪƄƧɐɷŒƊŵɷþąþĪøÚƄ-
ed team oversees every aspect, from equipment arrangement to layout optimization, 
ensuring seamless execution.

- By meticulously planning and executing the implementation phase, we guarantee that your 
ĞƧňɷŻąƄƊűɷÚŁĪĞŊŻɷơĪƄĦɷƧŒƊŵɷĞŒÚŁŻɎɷňÚĽĪŊĞɷƄĦąɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷąƦűąŵĪąŊøąɷąŊĞÚĞĪŊĞɷÚŊþɷąƴąøƄĪƠąɷĜŒŵɷ
members.

Supplementary Amenities
ɣɷ.ŊĦÚŊøĪŊĞɷƧŒƊŵɷĞƧňɴŻɷÚűűąÚŁɎɷơąɷąƦűąŵƄŁƧɷĪŊƄąĞŵÚƄąɷŻűąøĪÚŁĪưąþɷÚŵąÚŻɷŁĪĽąɷŻÚƊŊÚŻɎɷŻƄąÚňɷ
öÚƄĦŻɎɷªƊŵĽĪŻĦɷöÚƄĦŻɎɷÚŊþɷ�ŵŒŻŻƹƄɷưŒŊąŻɎɷŒƴąŵĪŊĞɷþĪƠąŵŻąɷÚŊþɷĪňňąŵŻĪƠąɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷŒűƄĪŒŊŻɍ

ɣɷªĦąŻąɷþĪŻƄĪŊøƄɷÚŵąÚŻɷŊŒƄɷŒŊŁƧɷøÚƄąŵɷƄŒɷþĪƴąŵąŊƄɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷűŵąĜąŵąŊøąŻɷöƊƄɷÚŁŻŒɷøŵąÚƄąɷÚɷ
comprehensive wellness ecosystem that fosters inclusivity and variety in workouts

Management
- Our management services extend to every facet of gym operations, from equipment 
maintenance and member services to scheduling and facility upkeep, ensuring a seamless 
ÚŊþɷąŊĺŒƧÚöŁąɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɍ

- By managing the day-to-day intricacies, we provide members with a stress-free environ-
ňąŊƄɷơĦąŵąɷƄĦąƧɷøÚŊɷøŒŊøąŊƄŵÚƄąɷŒŊɷƄĦąĪŵɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĞŒÚŁŻɷơĪƄĦŒƊƄɷþĪŻƄŵÚøƄĪŒŊ

Management System & (Software - Hardware)
- Our cutting-edge online management system empowers members to interact with the gym 
ąƴŒŵƄŁąŻŻŁƧɎɷŒƴąŵĪŊĞɷĜąÚƄƊŵąŻɷŻƊøĦɷÚŻɷøŁÚŻŻɷöŒŒĽĪŊĞɎɷňąňöąŵŻĦĪűɷŵąŊąơÚŁɎɷÚŊþɷűąŵŻŒŊÚŁĪưąþɷ
workout tracking.

ɣɷªĦĪŻɷþĪĞĪƄÚŁɷűŁÚƄĜŒŵňɷąŊĦÚŊøąŻɷƄĦąɷŒƠąŵÚŁŁɷňąňöąŵɷąƦűąŵĪąŊøąɷöƧɷűŵŒƠĪþĪŊĞɷÚɷøŒŊƠąŊĪąŊƄɷ
ÚŊþɷąƵøĪąŊƄɷơÚƧɷƄŒɷąŊĞÚĞąɷơĪƄĦɷĞƧňɷŻąŵƠĪøąŻɎɷűŵŒňŒƄĪŊĞɷÚɷŻąÚňŁąŻŻɷƹƄŊąŻŻɷĺŒƊŵŊąƧɍ

Aka Nutrition
ɣɷaƊŻƄɷÚŻɷơąɷűŵĪŒŵĪƄĪưąɷąƦøąŁŁąŊøąɷĪŊɷĞƧňɷąŴƊĪűňąŊƄɷÚŊþɷŻąŵƠĪøąŻɎɷŒƊŵɷøŒňňĪƄňąŊƄɷƄŒɷŴƊÚŁĪƄƧɷ
ąƦƄąŊþŻɷƄŒɷŻűŒŵƄŻɷŊƊƄŵĪƄĪŒŊɍɷÇąɷűÚŵƄŊąŵɷơĪƄĦɷŵąűƊƄÚöŁąɷöŵÚŊþŻɷŁĪĽąɷRŵŒŊnÚƦƦɷÚŊþɷNąŁŁªąøĦɎɷ
ŒƴąŵĪŊĞɷƧŒƊɷűŵŒþƊøƄŻɷơĪƄĦɷÚɷŵąűƊƄÚƄĪŒŊɷĜŒŵɷŴƊÚŁĪƄƧɷĪŊĞŵąþĪąŊƄŻɷÚŊþɷąƴąøƄĪƠąɷŵąŻƊŁƄŻɍɷ 1615 1615



GYM
EQUIPEMENT
Elevate Your Workouts with Premium Gym Equip-
ment from Aka Power

Unleash Your Potential with Top-Notch 
Gym Equipment from Aka Power

Diverse Range
Whether you're a cardio enthusiast or 
focused on strength training, our extensive 
range of equipment caters to all fitness 
levels and aspirations. From treadmills and 
ellipticals to free weights and resistance 
machines, we offer a comprehensive 
selection to suit your preferred workout 
style.

Reliable Refurbishment
Our expert team meticulously restores 
renowned international brands, ensuring 
that each piece performs at its best, 
delivering consistent and reliable results 
over time. We take pride in our rigorous 
testing process, guaranteeing equipment 
that meets the highest standards of quality 
and safety.

Your Trusted Fitness Partner
With Aka Power, you're not just purchasing 
equipment; you're investing in a reliable 
fitness journey. Our commitment to quality, 
safety, and customer satisfaction ensures 
that you have a trusted partner supporting 
your goals. From setup to maintenance, 
we're here to make your fitness experience 
exceptional.

Cost-Effective Excellence
Aka Power offers a remarkable combination 
of superior gym equipment and affordability. 
Our dedication to providing top-notch 
refurbished international brands ensures 
that you receive reliable and high-perform-
ing fitness tools. What sets us apart is our 
commitment to making premium equipment 
accessible to all, without compromising on 
quality. Experience the satisfaction of 
working out on top-tier fitness gear without 
exceeding your budget, a testament to our 
belief that everyone deserves the best in 
their fitness journey.
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BRAND WHICH WE USE

We are the main agent of these two brands in Iraq

Other brands available

BRANDS WHICH WE USE 
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FULL
EXPERTISE
Proficient ervice and epair for All ports 
quipment, ncluding lectronics

killed ervice eam  xpertise Across All 
ports quipment

Versatile Expertise
Our service and repair staff possess 
unmatched skills, adeptly handling all sports 
equipment, from traditional to electronic, 
ensuring each piece is maintained and 
restored to peak performance.

P    WER

Electronics Mastery
With specialized training, our team excels in 
addressing electronic devices like cardio 
equipment. his proficiency extends to 
diagnosing, repairing, and optimizing 
electronic components, ensuring your gym's 
technology functions awlessly.

P    WER

Worry-Free Assurance
Every equipment repair comes with peace of 
mind, as each piece is backed by a one-year 
guarantee. Our commitment to quality 
workmanship and durable solutions ensures 
your equipment remains dependable long 
after our service is complete.

P    WER

Holistic Equipment Care
rom treadmills to high-tech cardio 

machines, our comprehensive approach 
covers the full spectrum of sports equip-
ment. his guarantees a consistently 
exceptional experience for your members, 
supported by a dedicated service team that 
keeps your gym running smoothly.

P    WER
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OUR CLIENTS
Our Exclusive Equipment Clients: Elevating Fitness 
Excellence Together

Partnering for Success: Our Exclusive Gym 
Equipment Clients

Expertise in Equipment Procurement
Our exclusive equipment clients choose us 
because of our unparalleled expertise in 
sourcing and refurbishing top-tier gym 
equipment. With a meticulous eye for 
quality, we ensure that every piece of 
equipment meets stringent standards, 
providing exceptional performance and 
longevity.

Customized Solutions
We take pride in offering tailored solutions 
that align with the unique needs of our 
exclusive equipment clients. From boutique 
fitness studios to expansive gym chains, our 
ability to curate equipment packages that 
match diverse requirements is a testament 
to our commitment to client satisfaction and 
the seamless integration of our offerings 
into their fitness environments.

Our exclusive gym equipment clients find in 
us a trusted partner that stands at the 
forefront of equipment procurement and 
integration. Our extensive expertise in 
sourcing, refurbishing, and delivering 
top-quality gym equipment is a cornerstone 
of this partnership, ensuring that each piece 
aligns with their performance expectations 
and longevity requirements. This personal-
ized approach extends further, as we 
collaborate closely with our clients to 
understand their unique fitness goals, spatial 
constraints, and member demographics, 
resulting in tailored equipment solutions that 
seamlessly integrate into their fitness 
spaces. What truly solidifies this partnership 
is our unwavering commitment to ongoing 
support and reliability, offering a continuous 
relationship that goes beyond the initial 
purchase. By joining forces, we create an 
alliance that elevates fitness experiences, 
attracts members, and cultivates success in 
a competitive industry.
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Gyms that have chosen 
Aka Power equipment for their gyms

Clients
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xperience excellence like never before with erai itness, exclusively brought to you by Aka Power. 
As the primary agent for this renowned international brand, we offer you unrivaled access to inno-
vative fitness equipment that redefines your workout experience. levate your fitness journey with 
erai itness, where quality, performance, and results converge.

Strength > Club Line Plus Strength  ew eform

Strength > New Club Line Strength > Plate Loaded

Strength > Club Line PlusStrength > Club Line Plus

Cardio  readmill Ao Cardio  raxfit  - P

tep into a world of cutting-edge fitness with erai itness, available exclusively through Aka Power. 
As the premier distributor of this esteemed international brand, we provide you with direct access 
to top-tier equipment that merges advanced technology, durability, and versatility. levate your 
fitness regimen with Aka Power's partnership with erai itness, where excellence meets your every 
workout need.

Free Weight  ulti-Adjustable ench PStrength > Club Line Plus

Cardio  readmill Ao Cardio  raxfit  - P

tep into a world of cutting-edge fitness with erai itness, available exclusively through Aka Power. 
As the premier distributor of this esteemed international brand, we provide you with direct access 
to top-tier equipment that merges advanced technology, durability, and versatility. levate your 
fitness regimen with Aka Power's partnership with erai itness, where excellence meets your every 
workout need.
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aster- port is a leading Polish manufacturer of strength training equipment. Our products are 
made on the basis of cooperation with experienced players and fitness trainers as well as in cooper-
ation with the epartment of iomechanics of the niversity of Physical ducation in Warsaw and 
the nstitute of ndustrial esign in Warsaw.

Machines > Professional Line Free Weight  atural trength .

Bench And Stands  ower ack ench Strength > Club Line Plus

A multifunctional strength machine that allows 6 people to exercise at the same time, consisting of 
two rope stations, a triceps station and a lower and upper lift. he device is designed to exercise 
the biceps and triceps muscles of the arms, the broadest back, the muscles of the back, chest and 
shoulder girdle. he tower structure is made of a at-oval section with dimensions of x x . 

he stack covers are made of profiled sheet metal. he stacks are equipped with a magnetic load 
selector. pholstery elements have been adapted to the anatomical shapes of the exerciser, which 
contributes to the comfort and safety of use. lements in direct contact with the feet are made of 
rubber, ensuring greater stability and safety during exercise. he presence of a -step adjustment 
of the roller pressure allows the device to be adjusted to the height of the exerciser. he standard 
equipment includes a long and short bar and a single handle.

BMM 33  ulti-function machine
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levate very Workout with atrix  Aka Power proudly presents atrix as an integral part of our 
exclusive international brand collection. As the primary distributor, we offer you unparalleled 
access to cutting-edge fitness equipment that merges innovation, versatility, and durability. xperi-
ence the future of fitness with atrix through Aka Power and transform your workouts into dynam-
ic, results-driven journeys.

Machines  Machines  

Cardio   Cardio  x  readmill

Strength  agnum A Power ackPlate Load  agnum houlder Press

Free Weight  ulti-Adjustable ench P Strength  -   -

tep into a world of cutting-edge fitness with erai itness, available exclusively through Aka Power. 
As the premier distributor of this esteemed international brand, we provide you with direct access 
to top-tier equipment that merges advanced technology, durability, and versatility. levate your 
fitness regimen with Aka Power's partnership with erai itness, where excellence meets your every 
workout need.
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Precision Performance by Precor  Aka Power proudly introduces Precor as a vital component of our 
distinguished international brand selection. As the primary distributor, we grant you exclusive 
access to top-tier fitness equipment that merges scientific precision, versatility, and endurance. 
mbark on a journey of elevated fitness with Precor through Aka Power, where each workout 

becomes a purposeful step toward optimal well-being.

Strength  O Strength  A

Strength   ine Treadmill    

Plate Load > DiscoveryElliptical   

Free Weight  ulti-Adjustable ench Strength  rossover Pulley -  lide

levate very ove with Precor  iscover a new dimension of fitness excellence through our part-
nership with Precor. As the premier distributor of this esteemed international brand, Aka Power 
offers you unparalleled access to equipment that seamlessly combines innovative design, ergonom-
ic precision, and enduring quality. xperience the future of fitness with Precor and let each exercise 
be a step towards a healthier, stronger you.
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eamless nnovation with echnogym  Aka Power proudly presents echnogym as a pinnacle of 
cutting-edge fitness equipment. As the primary distributor, we provide you exclusive access to 
echnogym's revolutionary solutions that seamlessly merge technology and fitness. levate your 

workout routine with Aka Power's partnership with echnogym, where innovation, performance, and 
health converge to redefine your fitness journey.

Strength > Artis Strength  election 

Strength  election Plate Loaded  Pure trength

Elliptical > ArtisTreadmill > Artis

Free Weight  ulti-Adjustable ench Bike > Artis

echnogym is a global leader at the forefront of fitness innovation, driven by a mission to empower 
individuals to live healthier lives through exercise and wellness. With a history spanning over three 
decades, echnogym has continuously evolved its approach to fitness equipment, integrating 
cutting-edge technology, ergonomic design, and sustainable practices.
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trength edefined with  Aka Power proudly introduces  as a pinnacle of erman 
engineering excellence. As the primary distributor, we offer you exclusive access to equipment that 
embodies precision, versatility, and durability. levate your fitness journey with  through 
Aka Power, where each workout becomes a testament to strength, innovation, and uncompromising 
quality.

Strength  Strength  Pure raft

Free Weight  ulti-Adjustable ench Strength   ual

Strength   tationsStrength   able Art

nleash our Potential with  Aka Power presents  as a testament to strength and 
performance. With a legacy of over forty years, 's commitment to erman engineering 
precision ensures equipment that seamlessly blends innovation, durability, and ergonomic design. 
mbrace a new level of fitness excellence through Aka Power's partnership with , where 

each workout empowers you to reach new heights of strength and accomplishment.
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ife itness is synonymous with innovation. heir commitment to advancing fitness technology has 
led to the creation of equipment that seamlessly integrates with modern lifestyles. rom interactive 
consoles to data-driven workouts, ife itness empowers users to achieve their fitness goals with 
precision and e ciency.

Strength  nsignia eries Plate Loaded  ignature

Plate Loaded  ammer trength Cardio  readmill ntegrity

Strength > Club Line PlusStrength > Club Line Plus

Cardio  readmill Ao Cardio  raxfit  - P

tep into a world of cutting-edge fitness with erai itness, available exclusively through Aka Power. 
As the premier distributor of this esteemed international brand, we provide you with direct access 
to top-tier equipment that merges advanced technology, durability, and versatility. levate your 
fitness regimen with Aka Power's partnership with erai itness, where excellence meets your every 
workout need.

Cardio  pright ikeCardio > Elevation Elliptical

Strength  d lite id alf ack Free Weight  ulti-Adjustable ench 

ife itness equipment is built to last. heir machines are engineered with a focus on durability and 
performance, making them ideal for both individual users and busy fitness centers. he longevity of 
ife itness equipment ensures that your investment in your fitness journey is a long-lasting one.
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COLORING
Elevating Ambiance with Customized Equipment 
Coloring

Unleashing Creativity Through Customized 
Equipment Coloring

Tailored Visual Identity
Our strength lies in offering you the ability 
to define your gym's visual identity. y 
allowing you to choose equipment colors 
that resonate with your branding and theme, 
we create a seamless integration of 
aesthetics that leaves a lasting impression 
on your members.

Engaging Atmosphere
The power of customized coloring extends 
beyond visuals. t contributes to an engaging 
and dynamic gym atmosphere that re ects 
your gym's personality. ibrant colors can 
energize, while muted tones can create a 
serene and focused ambiance, enhancing 
member motivation and workout experienc-
es.

Enhanced Branding
With custom coloring, your equipment 
becomes an extension of your brand. ach 
piece serves as a canvas to showcase your 
gym's uniqueness, effectively reinforcing 
your brand's presence and strengthening the 
connection between your members and your 
vision.

Member-Centric Approach
y offering equipment coloring choices, we 

place your members at the heart of your 
gym's design. t fosters a sense of ownership 
and engagement among members, as they're 
surrounded by an environment that feels 
tailored to their preferences, making their 
fitness journey with you even more enjoy-
able and meaningful.
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CUSTOMIZED
LEATHER
Elevating Ambiance with Customized Equipment 
Coloring

Unleashing Creativity Through Customized 
Equipment Coloring

Tailored Identity
Our strength lies in offering complete 
customi ation. rom cushion colors to 
machine leather, every detail can be curated 
to re ect your gym's unique identity, 
creating an immersive environment that 
resonates with your vision.

Exceptional Atmosphere
The ability to choose cushion colors and 
machine leather goes beyond aesthetics – it 
contributes to a comfortable and exceptional 
gym atmosphere. embers feel immersed in 
an environment carefully crafted to enhance 
their overall experience.

Brand Consistency
Customizing cushion colors and machine 
leather allows you to align every piece of 
equipment with your gym's branding. his 
level of brand consistency not only reinforc-
es your gym's identity but also elevates its 
professional appeal.

Member-Centric Design
Our approach centers on your members' 
preferences. y putting the choice in their 
hands, we foster a sense of ownership and 
engagement, making their fitness journey 
more personal and enjoyable. his 
member-centric approach extends even to 
the smallest design details.
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INTERIOR
DESIGN
Transform Your Gym Space with Aka Power's 
Innovative Interior Design Solutions

Elevate Your Workout Environment with 
Aka Power's Inspiring Gym Interior Design

Motivation at Every Corner
Immerse yourself in Aka Power's interior 
designs that breathe motivation into every 
inch of your gym. From invigorating color 
palettes that energize workouts to strategic 
layout arrangements that inspire focused 
training, our designs transform your gym 
into a haven of motivation. We believe that a 
motivated mind is a powerful tool in 
achieving fitness goals, and our interiors are 
meticulously crafted to foster that mindset, 
ensuring every workout is driven by 
determination and purpose

Functional Aesthetics
Our expert designers combine form and 
function, creating gym spaces that are not 
only visually appealing but also optimized 
for effective workouts. We seamlessly 
integrate equipment, lighting, and motiva-
tional elements to elevate your fitness 
experience.

Lasting Impressions
Beyond aesthetics, our interior designs leave 
a lasting impression. Members will remem-
ber not only their workouts but also the 
ambiance that made their fitness journey 
exceptional. Aka Power's interior design 
transforms your gym into a space that 
captivates and empowers.

Personalized Environments
Whether you're aiming for a high-energy 
atmosphere or a serene escape, our interior 
design team tailors every detail to your 
gym's unique identity and your members' 
preferences. Your gym becomes an exten-
sion of your brand values and an engaging 
environment for members.
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IMPLEMENTATION
Turn Your Gym Vision into Reality with Aka Power's Seamless 
Implementation Solutions

At Aka Power, we understand that translating your gym concept into reality requires precision and expertise. Our implementation 
process is meticulously designed to ensure that every aspect of your gym setup aligns seamlessly with your vision. We begin with 
in-depth planning, meticulously considering your gym's objectives and requirements. Our experienced team then takes charge of the 
setup, efficiently arranging equipment and optimizing space to create an inviting and functional layout. With a detail-oriented 
approach, we focus on every facet, from equipment placement to the incorporation of motivating elements, ensuring that your gym's 
identity shines through. Our commitment to functional excellence guarantees that your gym's implementation exceeds expectations, 
creating a space where members can thrive and pursue their fitness goals with enthusiasm.

Efficient Execution
With a seasoned team at the helm, we 
execute your gym's setup efficiently and 
effectively. Our experts optimize space, 
strategically place equipment, and ensure a 
seamless flow, creating an environment 
that's both inviting and functional, setting 
the stage for an exceptional member 
experience.

Comprehensive Planning
Our implementation begins with a meticu-
lous planning phase where we delve into 
understanding your gym's unique require-
ments and objectives. This comprehensive 
approach ensures that every detail is 
accounted for, resulting in a setup that 
aligns perfectly with your vision.

Detail-Oriented Approach
We recognize that success lies in the 
details. Our implementation process 
involves meticulous attention to the 
placement of equipment, motivational 
elements, and member pathways. By 
integrating these details thoughtfully, we 
create a gym that caters to members' 
needs and supports their fitness journey.

Functional Excellence
Functionality is at the core of our 
implementation philosophy. We prioritize 
safety and ease of use, ensuring that 
equipment placement promotes efficient 
workouts and that every corner of the 
gym contributes to a cohesive and 
inspiring atmosphere. Our commitment to 
functional excellence guarantees a gym 
setup that not only meets but exceeds 
your expectations.
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#01
SWIMMING POOL

Supplementary Amenities

Swimming Pool
Crafting a swimming pool entails a harmoni-
ous blend of functional design and aesthetic 
appeal. At Aka Power, our swimming pool 
design process begins with a meticulous 
understanding of your gym's space and your 
members' needs. Our expert designers 
consider factors such as pool size, depth, 
and layout, ensuring that the pool caters to 
both recreational swimmers and those 
seeking aquatic workouts. From the place-
ment of lanes for focused swimming to the 
incorporation of relaxation areas, every 
detail is thoughtfully considered.

We also prioritize safety by implementing 
non-slip materials and intuitive entry and 
exit points. 

The visual aspect is equally important; 
we select materials and colors that 
create a serene and inviting ambiance, 
making the swimming pool not only a 
place for physical activity but also a 
tranquil oasis where members can 
unwind and recharge. With Aka Power's 
swimming pool design, your gym gains a 
unique amenity that elevates both 
fitness and wellness experiences.

Versatile and Holistic
Our swimming pool designs are 
tailored to meet diverse needs, offering 
both recreational and fitness-focused 
experiences. Whether it's a relaxing dip 
or intense aquatic workouts, our design 
accommodates various preferences, 
ensuring a well-rounded fitness journey 
that caters to all members. Beyond 
functionality, our holistic approach 
encompasses elements like calming 
lighting and lush landscaping, creating 
an ambiance that promotes relaxation 
and rejuvenation, enhancing the overall 
well-being of swimmers.

#02
STEAM BATH
Steam Bath
A steam bath is a haven of tranquility 
and well-being, offering a unique blend 
of relaxation and health benefits. At Aka 
Power, our steam bath spaces are 
thoughtfully designed to provide an 
exceptional experience for our members. 
The steam bath design process involves 
meticulous consideration of factors such 
as humidity control, ventilation, and 
seating arrangements. Our expert 
designers create an environment that 
encourages relaxation and detoxification, 
with comfortable seating, soothing 
lighting, and the perfect balance of 
humidity.

Safety is paramount; we use high-quality 
materials that can withstand the steam's 
moisture and implement proper ventila-
tion systems to ensure a comfortable 
and enjoyable experience. Whether 
members seek stress relief, improved 
circulation, or a moment of peaceful 
escape, our steam bath design caters to 
all, providing a sanctuary where the body 
and mind find harmony.

Enhanced Detoxification
and Relaxation
Our steam bath design 
prioritizes the wellness of our 
members, ensuring that the 
environment fosters relaxation 
and rejuvenation. With carefully 
controlled humidity levels and 
soothing lighting, our steam 
bath spaces create an ideal 
atmosphere for detoxification, 
stress reduction, and overall 
well-being. Aka Power's steam 
bath design offers a sanctuary 
where members can escape the 
pressures of daily life and 
immerse themselves in a 
rejuvenating experience that 
supports both physical and 
mental health.
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#03
SAUNA

Sauna
A sauna is more than just a heated room 
– it's a sanctuary for promoting physical 
and mental wellness. Aka Power's sauna 
designs encapsulate this philosophy by 
meticulously considering every aspect of 
the sauna experience. Our design 
process takes into account factors such 
as heat distribution, seating comfort, and 
ventilation. We ensure that the sauna 
environment fosters relaxation and 
revitalization, offering a tranquil space 
for members to unwind and detoxify. The 
choice of materials, from heat-resistant 
wood to safe seating, reflects our 
commitment to safety and quality.

We create an ambiance where members 
can escape the stresses of daily life and 
immerse themselves in the soothing 
embrace of heat therapy. Aka Power's 
sauna design is a testament to our 
dedication to creating wellness-focused 
spaces that contribute to a balanced and 
enriched lifestyle.

Advantage:
Holistic Relaxation

Aka Power's sauna design 
prioritizes your overall 
well-being, combining 
meticulous heat distribution 
and safe materials to create a 
serene environment. Enjoy the 
benefits of relaxation, detoxifi-
cation, and revitalization in a 
secure and comfortable space 
designed to enhance your 
wellness journey.

#04
TURKEY BATH
Turkey Bath
A Turkish bath, also known as a 
hammam, is a time-honored ritual that 
merges cultural heritage with wellness 
benefits. Aka Power's Turkish bath 
design captures the essence of this 
tradition while prioritizing the well-being 
of our members. Our design process 
encompasses every detail, from the 
layout of heated stone platforms to the 
selection of materials that offer comfort 
and safety. The Turkish bath environ-
ment is carefully curated to promote 
relaxation, improve circulation, and 
cleanse the body. With its unique 
combination of steam and exfoliation,

our Turkish bath design creates a space 
where members can experience the 
rejuvenating effects of centuries-old 
wellness practices. At Aka Power, we 
infuse tradition with innovation to offer 
you a Turkish bath experience that not 
only respects history but also enhances 
your modern wellness journey.

Advantage:
Rejuvenating Heritage

Aka Power's Turkish bath 
design blends cultural tradition 
with modern wellness, 
providing a rejuvenating 
experience that spans genera-
tions. Our meticulous design 
ensures comfort and safety, 
allowing you to unwind on 
heated stone platforms while 
benefiting from improved 
circulation, relaxation, and 
cleansing. Immerse yourself in 
the age-old ritual of a Turkish 
bath, reimagined for your 
well-being journey with Aka 
Power.
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#05
CROSSFIT

CrossFit
Crossfit is more than a workout – it's a 
high-intensity training philosophy that 
transforms fitness goals into remarkable 
achievements. Aka Power's Crossfit zone 
design embodies this spirit, focusing on 
creating a dynamic space that encourag-
es members to challenge their limits. 
Our design process integrates versatile 
equipment and layout arrangements that 
support functional movements and 
diverse exercises. From barbells and 
kettlebells to pull-up bars and plyometric 
platforms, our Crossfit zone is a haven 
for those seeking intense, full-body 
workouts.

Whether you're a seasoned athlete or 
new to Crossfit, our design ensures a 
motivating environment where you can 
push boundaries and achieve peak 
performance. At Aka Power, we're 
dedicated to providing you with a 
Crossfit experience that empowers you 
to surpass your fitness aspirations.

Advantage:
Versatile Intensity

Aka Power's sauna design 
prioritizes your overall 
well-being, combining 
meticulous heat distribution 
and safe materials to create a 
serene environment. Enjoy the 
benefits of relaxation, detoxifi-
cation, and revitalization in a 
secure and comfortable space 
designed to enhance your 
wellness journey.

#06
AEROBIC
Aerobic
Aerobic exercise is a cornerstone of 
fitness, and at Aka Power, we're dedicat-
ed to infusing vitality into your workouts. 
Our aerobic zone design is crafted to 
optimize cardiovascular training, foster-
ing an environment where members can 
engage in invigorating activities that 
elevate heart rates and enhance endur-
ance. From stationary bikes to tread-
mills, our equipment is strategically 
arranged to provide efficient workouts 
that cater to different fitness levels.

Our design process also prioritizes 
comfort and motivation, incorporating 
features such as well-ventilated spaces 
and dynamic visuals to keep you ener-
gized throughout your session. Whether 
you're embarking on a fitness journey or 
seeking to maintain your cardiovascular 
health, Aka Power's aerobic zone ensures 
that every workout is a step towards 
enhanced vitality and well-being.

Advantage:
Cardiovascular Excellence

Aka Power's aerobic zone 
design is engineered to 
optimize cardiovascular 
training, promoting heart 
health and endurance. Our 
carefully arranged equipment, 
including stationary bikes and 
treadmills, offers members 
efficient and effective workout 
options, regardless of their 
fitness levels. With a focus on 
creating motivating and 
comfortable spaces, we ensure 
that each aerobic session is a 
dynamic and invigorating 
experience that contributes to 
your overall vitality and 
well-being.
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#01
SKY TOWERS

QUICK FACTS

Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness Sky Towers

Service:
Gym, Swimming pool, Sauna,
Steam Bath, Turkey Bath,
Aerobic Room

AKA FITNESS SKY TOWERS
Embark on a virtual journey through our 
project design render, unveiling the 
dynamic fitness landscape of Aka Fitness 
at Sky Towers. This exceptional facility 
boasts a fully equipped gym, inviting 
swimming pool, serene sauna, revitaliz-
ing steam bath, dynamic Crossfit zone, 
and a dedicated aerobic room. Experi-
ence the evolution from design render to 
reality as you witness the vibrant gym 
space, tranquil pool area, rejuvenating 
saunas, invigorating steam bath, 
high-energy Crossfit zone, and tailored 
aerobic room, all seamlessly integrated 
to create a comprehensive fitness haven 
at Sky Towers in Erbil, Iraq.

#01 AKA FITNESS
SKY TOWERS
IRAQ, ERBIL 5857
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#02
FOX GYM

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Fox Gym

Service:
Gym, Swimming pool, Sauna,
Steam Bath, Turkey Bath, Jacuzzi
Aerobic Room

FOX GYM
Unveil the epitome of wellness at Fox 
Gym, Erbil, where fitness meets relax-
ation. Explore the dynamic fusion of our 
design render and the actual gym 
offerings, encompassing a cutting-edge 
gym, rejuvenating swimming pool, 
serene saunas, revitalizing steam baths, 
luxurious Jacuzzi, tailored aerobic room, 
and the timeless indulgence of a Turkish 
bath. This facility invites you to immerse 
yourself in a comprehensive wellness 
experience that combines invigorating 
workouts with soothing relaxation, 
promising a transformative journey for 
both body and mind.

#02
FOX GYM
IRAQ, ERBIL7271
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#03
AKA FITNESS

QUICK FACTS

Location:
Iraq, Erbil, Life Towers

Project Name:
Aka Fitness Life Towers

Service:
Gym, Swimming pool, Sauna,

Steam Bath, CrossFit,

Aerobic Room

Aka Fitness Life Towers
Unveil the dynamic possibilities of Aka 

Fitness at Life Towers in Erbil, Iraq, 

where a world of wellness beckons. 

Experience the synergy of our design 

render and real-world offerings, featur-
ing a cutting-edge gym, invigorating 

swimming pool, serene saunas, revitaliz-

ing steam baths, high-energy Crossfit 
facilities, and a dedicated aerobic room. 

Now open for membership, this compre-

hensive fitness destination invites you to 
embrace an active lifestyle, uniting your 

fitness goals within a single, vibrant 
space.

#03
AKA FITNESS
IRAQ, ERBIL8483
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#04
G FITNESS

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
G Fitness

Service:
Gym, Swimming pool, Sauna,
Steam Bath, Turkey Bath,
Aerobic Room

G FITNESS
Unveil the epitome of wellness at G 
Fitness, Erbil, where fitness meets 
relaxation. Explore the dynamic fusion of 
our design render and the actual gym 
offerings, encompassing a cutting-edge 
gym, rejuvenating swimming pool, 
serene saunas, revitalizing steam baths, 
luxurious Jacuzzi, tailored aerobic room, 
and the timeless indulgence of a Turkish 
bath. This facility invites you to immerse 
yourself in a comprehensive wellness 
experience that combines invigorating 
workouts with soothing relaxation, 
promising a transformative journey for 
both body and mind.

#04
G FITNESS
IRAQ, ERBIL9493
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#05
AKA FITNESS

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness Parosh Towers

Service:
Gym, Swimming pool, Sauna,
Steam Bath, Aerobic Room, Turkey
Bath, Salon, Kids Zone

Aka Fitness Parosh Towers
Elevate your fitness experience at Aka 
Fitness in Parosh Towers, Erbil – an 
exclusive sanctuary meticulously 
designed for women's well-being. 
Immerse yourself in the synergy of our 
design render and the real-world offer-
ings, including a fully equipped gym, 
refreshing swimming pool, serene 
saunas, revitalizing steam baths, tailored 
aerobic room, tranquil salon, engaging 
kids' zone, and the luxurious indulgence 
of a Turkish bath. Now open for member-
ship, this empowering gym is dedicated 
to women, offering a holistic space 
where strength, rejuvenation, and 
community converge for a transforma-
tive fitness journey.

#05
AKA FITNESS
IRAQ, ERBIL106105
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#06
SCHWENNINGEN

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Germany

Project Name:
Aka Fitness SCHWENNINGEN

Service:
Gym, Solariums, Aerobic Room,
Crossfit Zone, Sauna, Steam Bath

AKA FITNESS SCHWENNINGEN
Experience the Aka Fitness difference 
transcending borders at SCHWENNIN-
GEN, Germany. Immerse yourself in the 
synergy of our design render and 
real-world offerings, featuring a 
cutting-edge gym, refreshing swimming 
pool, serene saunas, revitalizing steam 
baths, tailored aerobic room, a tranquil 
salon, and the rejuvenating indulgence of 
Solariums. Now open for membership, 
Aka Fitness SCHWENNINGEN invites you 
to embark on a wellness journey that 
seamlessly blends invigorating workouts, 
serene relaxation, and comprehensive 
amenities, creating an elevated fitness 
experience in Germany.

#06
SCHWENNINGEN
GERMANY 118117
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AKA FITNESS
Aka Fitness is a full-service gym chain with 14 branches in Iraq and 
Germany

Aka Fitness Chwarchra Men
Gym, Boxing Area, Sauna, Car parking

Aka Fitness Chwarchra Women
Gym, Boxing Area, Sauna, Car parking

Aka Fitness Kasnazan
Gym, Crossfit Zone, Boxing Area, Sauna, Steam Bath

Aka Fitness Asuda City
Gym, Swimming Pool, Sauna, Steam Bath, Jaccuzi, Turkey Bath

Aka Fitness Slava City
Gym, Crossfit Zone, Steam Bath

Aka Fitness Parosh Twin Towers
Gym, Aerobic Room, Salon, Kids Zone, Steam Bath, Sauna, Turkey Bath

Aka Fitness Mini Slava For Men
Gym, Steam Bath, Sauna, Turkey Bath

Aka Fitness Mini Slava For Women
Gym, Aerobic Room, Steam Bath, Sauna, Turkey Bath

Aka Fitness Life Towers
Gym, Swimming Pool, Crossfit Zone, Steam Bath, Sauna

Aka Fitness Sky Towers
Gym, Swimming Pool, Crossfit Zone, Sauna, Steam Bath

Aka Fitness Schwenningen
Gym, Solariums, Aerobic Room, Crossfit Zone, Sauna, Steam Bath

Aka Fitness Oberndorf
Gym, Solariums, Aerobic Room, Crossfit Zone, Sauna, Steam Bath

Aka Fitness Schramberg
Gym, Solariums, Aerobic Room, Crossfit Zone, Sauna, Steam Bath

Aka Fitness Rottweil
Gym, Solariums, Aerobic Room, Crossfit Zone, Sauna, Steam Bath
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#01
CHWARCHRA

AKA FITNESS
CHWARCHRA MEN

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness CHWARCHRA MEN

Service:
Gym, Sauna, Aerobic Room,
Boxing Area

#01
CHWARCHRA
IRAQ, ERBIL 140139



#02
CHWARCHRA

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness CHWARCHRA WOMEN

Service:
Gym, Sauna, Aerobic Room,
Boxing Area

AKA FITNESS
CHWARCHRA WOMEN

#02
CHWARCHRA
IRAQ, ERBIL 142141



#03
KASNAZAN

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness KASNAZAN

Service:
Gym, Sauna, Steam Bath,
Boxing Area, Crossfit Zone.

AKA FITNESS
KASNAZAN

#03
KASNAZAN
IRAQ, ERBIL 144143



#04
ASUDA CITY

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness ASUDA CITY

Service:
Gym, Swimming Pool, Sauna,
Steam Bath, Turkey Bath, 
Jaccuzi

AKA FITNESS
ASUDA CITY

#04
ASUDA CITY
IRAQ, ERBIL 146145



#05
SLAVA CITY

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness SLAVA CITY

Service:
Gym, Swimming pool, Crossfit
Steam Bath

AKA FITNESS
SLAVA CITY

#05
SLAVA CITY
IRAQ, ERBIL 148147



#06
PAROSH TOWERS

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness MINI SLAVA MEN

Service:
Gym, Sauna,
Steam Bath, Turkey Bath,
Aerobic Room, Salon, Kids Zone

AKA FITNESS
PAROSH TOWRS

#06
PAROSH TOWERS
IRAQ, ERBIL 150149



#07
MINI SLAVA

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness MINI SLAVA WOMEN

Service:
Gym, Sauna,
Steam Bath, Turkey Bath,
Aerobic Room, Aerobic Room

AKA FITNESS
MINI SLAVA WOMEN

#07
MINI SLAVA
IRAQ, ERBIL 152151



#08
MINI SLAVA

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness MINI SLAVA MEN

Service:
Gym, Sauna,
Steam Bath, Turkey Bath,

AKA FITNESS
MINI SLAVA MEN

#08
MINI SLAVA
IRAQ, ERBIL 154153



#09
LIFE TOWERS

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness LIFE TOWERS

Service:
Gym, Swimming pool, Sauna,
Steam Bath, Turkey Bath,
Aerobic Room, Crossfit Zone

AKA FITNESS
LIFE TOWERS

#09
LIFE TOWERS
IRAQ, ERBIL 156155



#10
SKY TOWERS

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Iraq, Erbil

Project Name:
Aka Fitness SKY TOWERS

Service:
Gym, Swimming pool, Sauna,
Steam Bath, Aerobic Room,
Crossfit zone

AKA FITNESS
SKY TOWERS

#10
SKY TOWERS
IRAQ, ERBIL 158157



#11
SCHWENNINGEN

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Germany

Project Name:
Aka Fitness SCHWENNINGEN

Service:
Gym, Solariums, Aerobic Room,
Crossfit Zone, Sauna, Steam Bath

AKA FITNESS
SCHWENNINGEN

#11
SCHWENNINGEN
GERMANY 160159



#12
OBERNDORF

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Germany

Project Name:
Aka Fitness OBERNDORF

Service:
Gym, Solariums, Aerobic Room,
Crossfit Zone, Sauna, Steam Bath

AKA FITNESS
OBERNDORF

#12
OBERNDORF
GERMANY 162161



#13
SCHRAMBERG

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Germany

Project Name:
Aka Fitness SCHRAMBERG

Service:
Gym, Solariums, Aerobic Room,
Crossfit Zone, Sauna, Steam Bath

AKA FITNESS
SCHRAMBERG

#13
SCHRAMBERG
GERMANY 164163



#14
ROTTWEIL

QUICK FACTS
Location:
Germany

Project Name:
Aka Fitness ROTTWEIL

Service:
Gym, Solariums, Aerobic Room,
Crossfit Zone, Sauna, Steam Bath

AKA FITNESS
ROTTWEIL

#14
ROTTWEIL
GERMANY 166165



MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
Effortless Gym Operations with Aka Power's 
Online Management System

Elevate Your Gym Management with Aka 
Power's Online System

All-in-One Efficiency
Our electronic management system offers a 
comprehensive solution, seamlessly 
integrating various aspects of gym opera-
tions into a unified platform. From member 
management to equipment tracking, 
schedules, and more, everything is efficient-
ly accessible in one place.

Swift and Seamless
Speed is at the heart of our system's design. 
With a user-friendly interface and optimized 
processes, tasks are accomplished swiftly, 
empowering your team to focus on providing 
exceptional fitness experiences rather than 
navigating complex administrative proce-
dures.

Tailored Flexibility
We understand that each gym operates 
uniquely. Our system is designed to be 
flexible, adapting to your specific needs and 
evolving with your gym. Whether you're a 
single-location facility or a multi-branch 
chain, our system offers customizable 
features that align with your goals and 
strategies.

Reliable Operations
Trust in a system that consistently delivers. 
Our electronic management system is built 
with robust reliability in mind, ensuring 
uninterrupted access and accurate data 
management. Count on it to support your 
gym's daily activities without disruption.
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All IN ON
Effortless Gym Operations with Aka Power's 
Online Management System

Streamlined Gym Management
Our electronic management system 
embodies efficiency by consolidating various 
operational aspects into a single, unified 
platform. Membership records, class 
scheduling, equipment inventory, and more 
seamlessly coexist within an integrated 
ecosystem, saving time and reducing the 
complexity of managing multiple systems.

Holistic Oversight
Benefit from a comprehensive overview of 
your gym's activities at your fingertips. Our 
all-in-one solution provides a centralized 
dashboard where you can effortlessly 
monitor member engagement, class 
utilization, equipment maintenance, and 
other vital metrics, allowing you to make 
informed decisions with ease.

Enhanced Productivity
By eliminating the need to switch between 
disparate tools, our system optimizes 
workflow, freeing up your staff's time and 
energy. This newfound efficiency translates 
to more meaningful interactions with 
members, improved customer service, and a 
streamlined operational process that boosts 
overall productivity.

Future-Proof Adaptability
As your gym evolves, our all-in-one system 
adapts to your changing needs. Whether 
you're scaling your operations, introducing 
new services, or refining your approach, the 
system remains flexible, supporting your 
growth journey without compromising 
efficiency.

170169



FAST
Unleashing Speed and Efficiency: The Fast Advan-
tage of Our Electronic Management System

Instant Access
Our electronic management system 
operates at the speed of your ambitions. 
Members' information, class schedules, and 
transaction records are accessible instantly, 
empowering your staff to provide prompt 
assistance and personalized service.

Real-Time Updates
Stay in the know with real-time data 
updates. From tracking attendance to 
managing memberships, our system ensures 
that your gym's operations are always up to 
date, fostering accuracy and eliminating 
delays.

Quick Transactions
Expedite member check-ins, payments, and 
class registrations with the system's rapid 
response. This not only enhances member 
satisfaction but also streamlines the flow of 
operations, allowing your staff to engage 
with more members in less time.

Effortless Report Generation
Generating reports no longer requires hours 
of manual work. Our system swiftly 
compiles and presents data, offering 
insights into member trends, class utiliza-
tion, and financial performance at the click 
of a button.

Responsive Design
Designed with speed in mind, our system's 
responsive interface allows for seamless 
interaction on various devices. This respon-
siveness extends to every task, ensuring 
that both staff and members experience 
swift and smooth interactions.

172171



RELIABLE
Secure and Seamless: Reliability Reinvented with Face ID 
Integration in Our Electronic Management System

Biometric Precision
Our electronic management system's 
integration with Face ID technology ensures 
impeccable accuracy in member identifica-
tion. This biometric precision guarantees 
that only authorized individuals gain access, 
enhancing overall security and mitigating 
the risk of unauthorized entry.

Effortless Access
Bid farewell to traditional access methods 
that can be lost or forgotten. Face ID offers 
members a seamless entry experience, 
eliminating the need for cards or codes. This 
simplicity translates into hassle-free gym 
visits and efficient member flow.

Enhanced Security
Face ID adds an extra layer of security to 
your gym, mitigating the risk of identity 
misuse. Members can confidently enjoy their 
fitness routines, knowing that their privacy 
is safeguarded and their entry experience is 
both smooth and secure.

Uninterrupted Operations
The integration of Face ID technology 
ensures uninterrupted access to the gym, 
even during peak hours. This seamless flow 
contributes to positive member experiences, 
boosting satisfaction and retention rates.

Future-Proof Adaptation
As technology evolves, our commitment to 
reliability remains steadfast. The integration 
of Face ID showcases our dedication to 
staying at the forefront of innovations that 
enhance the gym experience, ensuring your 
gym's operations remain dependable for 
years to come.
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#01

Features of our management system
Tailored for Gym Excellence:
Dedicated System Design
Our electronic management system stands 
as a testament to our commitment to the 
fitness industry. Specifically designed for 
gyms, every facet of the system is finely 
tuned to meet the unique needs and 
challenges of gym operations. From member 
management to class scheduling, equipment 
tracking, and reporting, our system's 
architecture is meticulously crafted to 
elevate the efficiency and effectiveness of 
gym management. 

With a deep understanding of the demands 
that gyms face, our system ensures that 
every feature is aligned with your goals, 
streamlining processes and enhancing 
member experiences for a seamless and 
tailored solution.

Streamlined Fitness
Focus
The specialized design of our electronic 
management system is a testament to 
its strength. Tailored exclusively for 
gyms, every element of the system is 
intricately crafted to cater to the 
unique demands of the fitness industry. 
This focus on fitness-specific features 
ensures that your gym's operations run 
smoothly, enabling you to provide 
exceptional member experiences while 
effectively managing the diverse 
aspects of your gym's daily activities. #02

Display in many ways
Navigating the intricate landscape of 
gym operations demands a deep under-
standing of your data. Our electronic 
management system not only gathers 
comprehensive information but also 
presents it in a variety of ways, catering 
to your distinct needs. Whether you're a 
visual thinker who thrives on graphs and 
charts, or someone who prefers the 
clarity of tables and lists, our system 
ensures that you can interpret data in 
the format that resonates with you. Dive 
into detailed reports for comprehensive 
insights or glance at high-level summa-
ries for quick overviews – the choice is 
yours. 

This versatility empowers you to explore 
trends, analyze member engagement, 
monitor equipment utilization, and track 
financial performance with ease. By 
putting the power of diverse data 
visualization at your fingertips, our 
system enables you to harness informa-
tion to its fullest potential, driving 
informed decisions and cultivating your 
gym's prosperity.

Informed 
Decision-Making
The system's ability to display 
data in multiple ways is a 
formidable strength. This 
feature empowers gym owners 
and managers to make 
well-informed decisions by 
providing a holistic view of 
operations. Whether you're 
analyzing member attendance, 
class utilization, revenue trends, 
or equipment maintenance, the 
varied data presentation 
options ensure that you can 
extract valuable insights 
tailored to your management 
style. This capability not only 
streamlines your decision-mak-
ing process but also fosters a 
deeper understanding of your 
gym's performance, allowing 
you to implement strategies 
that drive growth and member 
satisfaction.
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#03

Multi-Branch Management: 
Seamlessly Connect Your Gyms
Our electronic management system empow-
ers you to expand your fitness empire with 
ease. Designed to support the existence of 
multiple branches, the system seamlessly 
connects all your gyms under a unified 
digital umbrella. This central hub allows you 
to manage and monitor the activities of 
each branch individually or collectively, 
streamlining administrative tasks, member 
engagement, and resource allocation.

Whether you have two gyms or twenty, our 
system ensures that you can maintain 
consistent operations, gain insights across 
branches, and implement strategies that 
enhance the success of your fitness chain. 
With the ability to oversee multiple 
locations from a single platform, you'll 
experience enhanced efficiency, improved 
decision-making, and a strengthened brand 
presence across your entire network.

Unified Oversight
The system's capability to support 
multiple branches is a definitive 
strength. It grants gym owners and 
managers a unified platform to oversee 
all operations seamlessly. This unified 
oversight facilitates consistent 
member experiences, streamlined 
administrative tasks, and cohesive 
management strategies across all 
branches. Whether you're analyzing 
performance trends, managing 
memberships, or implementing 
marketing campaigns, the system's 
multi-branch support ensures that you 
have a holistic view, fostering efficient 
decision-making and maintaining a 
cohesive brand image across your 
entire fitness network. #04

Monitor your data wherever you are
With our electronic management system, 
monitoring your gym's data becomes 
effortlessly mobile. Whether you're at the 
office, on-the-go, or enjoying a moment 
of relaxation, you can access and 
manage critical data from your computer 
or mobile phone. This versatility ensures 
that you're always in the loop, able to 
make informed decisions, respond to 
member inquiries, and oversee opera-
tions with a few taps on your device. 

The power of remote access grants you 
the freedom to stay connected and 
engaged with your gym's activities, 
whether you're across town or across the 
globe, providing unparalleled conve-
nience and control over your gym's 
success.

Real-Time Control
The ability to monitor data 
through both computers and 
mobile phones is a formidable 
strength. This feature empow-
ers gym owners and managers 
with real-time control over their 
operations, regardless of their 
physical location. Whether 
you're in the gym, traveling, or 
working remotely, the system's 
accessibility ensures that you 
can respond promptly to 
emerging situations, make 
informed decisions, and address 
member inquiries with the 
convenience of a few taps or 
clicks. This dynamic capability 
not only enhances your 
efficiency but also strengthens 
your connection to your gym's 
performance, fostering 
proactive management and 
delivering exceptional member 
experiences.
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Reports are always available
In the world of gym management, 
data-driven insights are crucial. With our 
electronic management system, access-
ing these insights is a breeze. Reports 
are always available at your fingertips, 
ensuring that you're never without the 
information you need to make informed 
decisions. Whether you're assessing 
financial performance, tracking member 
engagement, or evaluating class utiliza-
tion, our system's on-demand reporting 
feature empowers you with the tools to 
analyze trends

identify opportunities, and refine strate-
gies. This consistent availability of 
data-driven reports transforms your 
decision-making process into a proactive 
and data-backed endeavor, elevating 
your gym's success and ensuring that 
you're always ahead of the curve.

Real-Time Control
The ability to monitor data through both computers and mobile phones is a formidable strength. This feature empowers gym 
owners and managers with real-time control over their operations, regardless of their physical location. Whether you're in 
the gym, traveling, or working remotely, the system's accessibility ensures that you can respond promptly to emerging 
situations, make informed decisions, and address member inquiries with the convenience of a few taps or clicks. This 
dynamic capability not only enhances your efficiency but also strengthens your connection to your gym's performance, 
fostering proactive management and delivering exceptional member experiences.
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#01

Mobile Application
Elevate Convenience with
In-App Transactions
Our mobile application introduces a 
game-changing feature that redefines 
convenience: the ability to make payments 
using your special balance, obtainable at the 
gym's reception. Imagine a hassle-free 
experience where you can settle dues, 
purchase classes, or even grab a post-work-
out smoothie – all within a few taps on your 
smartphone. No need to carry cash or cards; 
our app securely connects to your gym's 
balance, granting you the power to pay 
instantly, effortlessly, and without interrup-
tions to your fitness routine. 

This innovative feature underscores our 
commitment to enhancing your gym 
experience, streamlining your interactions, 
and providing a seamless journey from 
workout to transaction, right at your 
fingertips.

Effortless Transactions
The mobile app's integration of in-app 
payments using the special balance is 
a notable strength. This feature 
eliminates the need for members to 
carry physical payment methods or 
visit the reception desk for every 
transaction. Whether it's for 
membership fees, class bookings, or 
gym-related purchases, the 
convenience of in-app payments offers 
members a frictionless experience, 
enhancing their overall engagement 
and satisfaction with the gym. This 
seamless and secure payment process 
not only saves time but also ensures 
that members can focus solely on their 
fitness journey without any financial 
hurdles.

#02
Stay Informed with Comprehensive
Activity Tracking
Our mobile application introduces an 
empowering feature that keeps partici-
pants fully informed about their gym-re-
lated activities, purchases, and member-
ships. With a simple glance at their app, 
members gain instant access to a 
comprehensive overview of their journey 
within the gym. From purchases made to 
current membership status, upcoming 
classes, and more – every detail is at 
their fingertips. This transparency 
ensures that members are always in 
control of their fitness journey, fostering 
a sense of ownership and engagement. 

By providing a centralized hub for 
tracking their activities, our app encour-
ages participants to remain connected, 
informed, and motivated, ultimately 
enhancing their dedication to achieving 
their fitness goals.

Enhanced Engagement

The app's feature that offers 
participants insights into their 
activities, purchases, and 
memberships is a strong asset. 
This transparency fosters a 
sense of engagement and 
accountability among members, 
allowing them to stay on top of 
their fitness journey. By 
providing real-time access to 
their gym-related information, 
the app empowers members to 
actively manage their fitness 
goals, make informed decisions, 
and stay motivated, creating a 
dynamic and mutually benefi-
cial relationship between 
members and the gym.
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#03

Notifications

Our mobile application is equipped with a 
dynamic feature that empowers you to 
maintain a direct line of communication 
with your users – notifications. Whether you 
want to send important updates, class 
reminders, special offers, or motivational 
messages, you have the flexibility to send 
notifications manually or set them up for 
automatic delivery. This feature ensures 
that your members are always in the loop, 
informed about the latest happenings, and 
engaged with the gym's offerings. 

By tailoring your notifications to their 
preferences, you can enhance their experi-
ence, foster a sense of community, and 
provide timely, relevant information that 
keeps them motivated and committed to 
their fitness journey.

Enhanced Engagement
The app's notification feature is a 
significant strength that enhances 
member engagement. By enabling both 
manual and automatic notifications, 
you can foster a sense of community 
and keep users informed about gym 
updates, classes, promotions, and 
more. This real-time communication 
not only enriches the member 
experience but also ensures that they 
never miss out on important 
information, creating a stronger bond 
between members and the gym and 
contributing to their overall satisfac-
tion and loyalty.

#04
Feedback
Our mobile application introduces a 
feature that underscores our dedication 
to continuous improvement – user 
feedback. We believe in giving members 
a voice, and this feature provides them 
with a platform to share their thoughts, 
suggestions, and experiences directly 
with us. Whether it's about classes, 
facilities, or overall service quality, their 
feedback plays a crucial role in shaping 
the gym's offerings. This transparent and 
responsive approach ensures that every 
member's input is valued, enabling us to 
refine our services, address concerns,

and tailor the gym experience to their 
preferences. By actively seeking and 
incorporating member feedback, we're 
committed to delivering the best possi-
ble fitness journey that aligns with their 
expectations and aspirations.

Continuous Improvement
The app's user feedback feature 
is a compelling strength that 
reflects our commitment to 
enhancing our services. By 
providing members with a 
platform to voice their opinions 
and suggestions, we not only 
empower them but also foster a 
culture of continuous improve-
ment. This two-way communi-
cation reinforces our dedication 
to delivering exceptional 
experiences, as we actively 
listen to and act upon member 
feedback. This approach 
ensures that our gym evolves to 
meet their evolving needs and 
preferences, creating a strong 
bond of trust, engagement, and 
mutual growth between 
members and the gym.
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TURNSTILES
Revolutionizing Entry Experience: TURNSTILES and Face ID 
Integration

Advanced Security
The integration of TURNSTILES with Face ID 
offers an advanced security layer, ensuring 
that only authorized members can access 
your gym premises, enhancing overall safety 
for your members and their belongings.

Effortless Entry
With the combined power of Face ID and 
TURNSTILES, member entry becomes a 
seamless process. Members no longer need 
to fumble with cards or codes – their 
identity is verified, and the gateway opens 
swiftly, providing a hassle-free entry 
experience.

Real-Time Validation
The Face ID recognition process happens in 
real time, validating membership status on 
the spot. This ensures that only current and 
valid members can access the gym, 
reducing the risk of unauthorized entries.

Enhanced Efficiency
The TURNSTILES and Face ID integration 
optimizes entry efficiency, even during peak 
hours. Members can smoothly enter without 
waiting, contributing to a positive gym 
experience and efficient member flow.

Member Convenience
By eliminating the need for physical cards or 
check-ins, members enjoy a higher level of 
convenience. This innovative solution 
reflects our commitment to enhancing the 
member journey and delivering secure, 
seamless, and efficient access to your gym 
facilities.
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AKA
NUTRITION
Nutrition Excellence: Elevating Fitness through 
Nourishment

Fueling Fitness: The Power of Comprehen-
sive Nutrition

Holistic Approach
We believe that true fitness stems from a 
holistic approach. Our focus on sports 
nutrition supplements complements your 
training efforts, enabling you to bridge 
nutritional gaps, optimize recovery, and 
propel your fitness forward.

Quality Assurance
Just as we prioritize excellence in gym 
equipment and services, our commitment to 
quality extends to sports nutrition. We 
partner with reputable brands like IronMaxx 
and HellTech, offering you products with a 
reputation for quality ingredients and 
effective results.

Personalized Selection
No two fitness journeys are the same. Our 
diverse range of supplements caters to 
various goals and preferences, ensuring that 
you can choose products tailored to your 
specific needs. Whether it's muscle building, 
endurance, or overall well-being, we have a 
supplement for you.

Expert Guidance
Our knowledgeable team is here to guide 
you in selecting the right supplements for 
your goals. Whether you're a seasoned 
athlete or embarking on a fitness journey for 
the first time, we provide expert advice to 
ensure that your nutrition complements your 
efforts in the gym.
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IRONMAXX
Transform Your Gym Space with Aka Power's 
Innovative Interior Design Solutions

Elevate Your Workout Environment with 
Aka Power's Inspiring Gym Interior Design

Performance-Driven Results
The ultimate strength of IronMaxx lies in its 
ability to deliver tangible results. Whether 
it's building lean muscle, enhancing 
endurance, or promoting recovery, IronMaxx 
supplements are designed to support your 
journey toward optimal performance. 
Backed by the brand's reputation for 
excellence, IronMaxx empowers you to 
maximize your fitness potential.

Diverse Range
IronMaxx caters to the diverse spectrum of 
fitness enthusiasts. Their comprehensive 
product range covers pre-workouts, 
post-workouts, protein powders, amino 
acids, creatine, and more. This diversity 
ensures that no matter your fitness goal, 
IronMaxx has a supplement tailored to your 
needs.

Premium Ingredients
A cornerstone of IronMaxx's strength lies in 
its unwavering commitment to using 
premium ingredients. From protein sources 
to vitamins and minerals, the brand's 
dedication to sourcing top-quality compo-
nents ensures that every supplement you 
consume is optimized for effectiveness and 
safety.

Scientific Precision
IronMaxx stands as a pinnacle of scientific 
precision in the realm of sports nutrition. 
Their products are meticulously crafted, 
harnessing the latest research and innova-
tion to deliver supplements that align with 
your fitness goals. Whether you're seeking 
muscle growth, endurance enhancement, or 
overall wellness, IronMaxx supplements are 
backed by a foundation of scientific rigor.
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HELLTECH
Transform Your Gym Space with Aka Power's 
Innovative Interior Design Solutions

Elevate Your Workout Environment with 
Aka Power's Inspiring Gym Interior Design

Results-Driven Approach
The essence of HellTech lies in its 
results-driven approach. With their supple-
ments, you're not just consuming products – 
you're leveraging the power of scientifically 
formulated nutrition to accelerate progress, 
optimize recovery, and unlock your fitness 
potential.

Diverse Array
HellTech offers a diverse range of supple-
ments tailored to varying fitness objectives. 
From performance-enhancing formulas to 
recovery support and overall wellness 
boosters, HellTech empowers you to select 
supplements that resonate with your fitness 
journey.

Quality Assurance
Just as with IronMaxx, our partnership with 
HellTech emphasizes quality assurance. 
HellTech products are crafted with a focus 
on utilizing premium ingredients that meet 
the standards of excellence you expect from 
Aka Power.

Cutting-Edge Innovation
HellTech embodies cutting-edge innovation 
in the realm of sports nutrition. Their 
commitment to staying at the forefront of 
advancements ensures that their supple-
ments are designed to align with evolving 
fitness goals and deliver results that go 
beyond expectations.
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IRONMAXX CREATINE
FLAVOURED ZERO
Elevate Your Performance with Zero 
Compromises

Versatile and Convenient
Whether you're hitting the gym or engaging 
in high-intensity sports, IronMaxx Creatine 
Flavoured Zero is your go-to partner. It's 
versatile, easy to mix, and perfect for 
on-the-go fitness enthusiasts who demand 
performance without compromises.

Enhanced Hydration
Staying hydrated is vital for peak perfor-
mance. IronMaxx Creatine Flavoured Zero is 
more than just a creatine supplement; it's 
also a hydration enhancer. The added 
electrolytes help replenish vital minerals 
lost during intense workouts, ensuring you 
remain energized and focused.

Delectable Flavors
Say goodbye to the bland and chalky taste of 
traditional creatine supplements. IronMaxx 
has revolutionized the experience by 
infusing this pure creatine with mouthwater-
ing flavors. From fruity bursts to refreshing 
citrus, you can now enjoy your pre-workout 
routine with a taste that invigorates your 
senses.

Pure Creatine Power
Creatine is a well-established powerhouse in 
the fitness world, known for enhancing 
strength, power, and muscle endurance. 
IronMaxx Creatine Flavoured Zero offers you 
the purest form of creatine, ensuring each 
serving is a potent catalyst for athletic 
excellence.
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IRONMAXX UPPER
SHOT ZERO
IronMaxx Upper Shot Zero is a game-changing pre-workout supplement designed to give you an 
instant energy boost before your workouts. It's all about pure, effective energy with zero compromises.

Effective Mental Clarity
Beyond the physical boost, Upper Shot Zero 
enhances mental clarity. It helps you stay 
focused and in the zone during your training, 
making every rep and set count.

Zero Calories and Sugar
Upper Shot Zero is formulated to give you 
energy without the added calories or sugar. 
It's a clean and efficient way to enhance your 
workout without unwanted extras.

Convenient On-the-Go
These shots are ultra-convenient and perfect 
for on-the-go fitness enthusiasts. Whether 
you're hitting the gym or heading for a run, 
simply grab an Upper Shot Zero, and you're 
set for an energized workout.

Rapid Energy Surge
Upper Shot Zero provides a rapid infusion of 
energy, thanks to its precise combination of 
caffeine and taurine. This potent duo helps 
you feel alert and focused, ready to tackle 
your workouts head-on.
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HELLTECH
XSHRED
Helltech XShred is a cutting-edge supplement designed to support your shredding and weight loss 
goals. Packed with a powerful blend of ingredients, XShred is your trusted companion on the path to a 
leaner, more defined physique.

Muscle Preservation
When you're shredding, it's crucial to 
preserve your hard-earned muscle mass. 
XShred contains ingredients that support 
muscle maintenance, ensuring you retain 
your strength and definition as you lose 
weight.

Energy and Focus
Achieving your shredding goals requires 
both physical stamina and mental clarity. 
XShred includes natural energy boosters like 
caffeine to keep you energized throughout 
the day, while also enhancing mental focus 
and alertness.

Appetite Control
XShred helps curb those cravings and keep 
your appetite in check, making it easier to 
stick to your calorie targets and resist 
unhealthy snacking.

Enhanced Fat Metabolism
XShred is formulated to boost your body's 
fat metabolism, helping you burn those 
stubborn fat stores more efficiently. Key 
ingredients like green tea extract and 
caffeine support thermogenesis, turning up 
the heat on calorie burn.
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